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Education
History and Philosophy of Education
Robert F. Seybolt Papers, 1919-1931, 1946-1948

Syllabus: Medieval and Renaissance Rhetoric and Oratory
Speech 820: A Tentative Bibliography for a History of Rhetorical Theory
Bibliographical References, 1946 and 1948
"October" file: bibliographical references concerning Legenda Aurea
Bibliographical References
Grain file: Bibliographical References and Translations
Bibliographical References
Notes on Editions at HCL, PML
Bibliographical References, Legenda Aurea
Bibliographical References; 1946, relevant to St. Nicholas legend
Birth. Death. Translation; St. Nicholas legend: bibliography
Bibliographical References; St. Nicholas and other saints
Legenda Aurea; bibliographical references
St. Nicholas; bibliographical references
Legenda Aurea; bibliographical references (2 folders)
Petrus Comestor: notes
Bibliographical references to material in New York Public Library
St. Nicholas - Miscellanea: bibliographical references and notes
Legenda Aurea Miscellanea: references and notes
Unsorted Bibliographical references relating to saints
Legenda Aurea and St. Nicholas: translations, notes and references
Material relating to order of legends (folder labeled "To New York")
Analyses of versions: St. Nicholas legend
Lippemans version: notes and translations
Falconius versions: notes and translations
Mai Spicilegium Romanum version: notes and translations
Mobritius version: notes and translations
St. Nicholas in other legends: notes
Translation Barum: notes
Roze translation: notes
Les Plus Belles Fleurs: notes
Caxton (Ellis edition): notes
Teader de Wyzewa edition: notes
Preface and Foreword to St. Nicholas article: notes
Graesse text: notes
Early South-English Legendary: notes
Life of St. Nicholas: notes
Legends of St. Nicholas: notes
Miracles of St. Nicholas: notes
Songs and Hymns: notes relevant to St. Nicholas
Plays: notes relevant to St. Nicholas
"Town and College Literary" notes
Iconography of St. Nicholas: notes
Memorials of St. Nicholas: notes
Correspondence (1945-1947) relating to requests for copies of manuscripts from Munich Library
Requests for material relating to legends
Lagenda Aurea, references and notes
Material relating to order of legends
Material relating to copying of manuscripts
Saints in Legend Aurea; Bibliography and notes
Additions to Legenda Aurea: notes
Jacobus de Varagine edition: notes
Material Relating to Legenda Aurea and lives of saints: notes
Le Her from Margaret Stillwell to Seybolt, October 7th, 1946: notes relating to publication of a survey of literature of the 15th century
Notes pertaining to articles based on Survey
Books - examine or order: reviews, references and bibliographic notes
Composition: notes concerning 15th century Survey
Notes pertaining to printers
Survey: bibliographic notes; notes for publication; list of places of printing in the 15th century; list of printers
Unsorted bibliographical references and notes
Unsorted bibliographical references and notes; introduction to survey; notes
Photostatic copy:
  S. Nicolae Episcopi
  De Sancto Nicolai
  Speculum Historale
  De Sancto Nicolao
  De Sancto Nicolao, from Legenda Aurea
  Jacques de Voragine
  Nicalao

Publications of Robert Francis Seybolt: a chronological list
1919 The Act of 1795 for the Encouragement of Schools and the Practice in Westchester County
1921 The Evening Schools of Colonial New York City
c. 1925 The S.P.G. Myth: a Note on Education in Colonial New York
1925 Source Studies in American Colonial Education: the Private School
1925 Notes on the Curriculum in Colonial America
1925 The Evening School in Colonial America
1929 Trade Agreements in Colonial Boston (edited by Seybolt)
1929 Captured by Pirates: Two Diaries of 1724-1725 (edited by Seybolt)
1930 Hunting Indians in Massachusetts: a scouting journal of 1758
1931 A contemporary British Account of Sir William Howe's Military Operations in 1777
1931 Governor Trumbull Addresses the Assembly
1946 A Troublesome Mediaeval Greek Word
1946 Fifteenth Century Editions of the Legenda Aurea
1946 The Legenda Aurea, Bible, and Historia Scholastica
1946 The "Adriatic Port" in the Legenda Aurea